
CORRESPONDENCE
To THE EDITOR OF Philosophy

"OUR KNOWLEDGE OF ONE ANOTHER"
DEAR SIR,

It has been remarked (by Dr. John Baillie in Our Knowledge of God, 1939,
p. 201) that there "is no more hopeful element in the philosophy of our time than
the re-opening of the question of the nature of our knowledge of one another." It is
because I agree with this statement that it seems to me important, in relation to
the article by Professor Aaron on this subject in your April issue, to reaffirm the
element stressed in these "reopening" discussions, which Professor Aaron's article
seems to disregard. This element is mutuality. What is direct or unique in our know-
ledge of one another is that by each of us others are known as, in Dr. Webb's phrase,
"partners in social intercourse." Every other person is to me potentially a Thou to
whom I in turn am Thou. That element of self-revelation which Professor Aaron
admits as a unique feature of personal knowledge presupposes this mutuality; but
when mutuality is to be traced to its earliest appearance, before self-revelation in
speech has become possible, we must analyse what Aaron terms "a rudimentary
communication," when a child—or half-human animal—experiences response of
another being to its needs and learns to evoke such response.

In attempting analysis of the development of a child at the present time, it seems
necessary to keep in mind those innate dispositions, "cognitive only as potentialities"
(loc. tit., p. 67) which we refer to ancestral experience. When the child's face smiles
or puckers in response to the mother's smile or frown, it seems not rash to assume
that the consciousness accompanying this inherited bodily reaction is tinged with
something we might almost term an inherited reminiscence of mutuality. During the
ages when the human organism was acquiring capacity to smile and frown, and
otherwise react responsively to expressed feelings and purposes of others, it was
acquiring also capacity to recognize itself and others as interacting persons. It is
within this inherited capacity of interaction that we trace, as individual experience
is clarified, both the growing awareness of self and others as persons continually
co-operating or thwarting one another in action, and consciousness also of persons as
distinct from things whose aiding or obstructing of action involves no such mutuality.

We cannot, Professor Aaron argues, explain our explicit assertion of another's
existence in terms of "a vague potentiality with which we are innately endowed."
Our knowledge of others, he asserts, "begins with the certain and indubitable per-
ception of objects." What recent reflections upon the I-Thou relation would suggest,
qualifying or in criticism of that assertion, may be put thus: our indubitable per-
ception of objects is only achieved as we come gradually to distinguish within our
innately determined social experience interacting subjects—self and others—and the
objects known and used in common by these subjects in their interaction.

Yours faithfully,
MAUD BODKIN.

Welwyn Garden City, April 1944.

To THE EDITOR OF Philosophy.
DEAR SIR,

I should be grateful if you would allow me to make a brief comment on Dr.
Heinemann's review of my book on Nietzsche in Philosophy for April 1944.

The character of Dr. Heinemann's treatment of my book seems to have been
partly determined by his objection to certain paragraphs of my preface in which
I speak of the personal "wickedness" of Nietzsche in strong terms. Apart from the
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fact, unknown to the reviewer, that these paragraphs were inserted (for a reason
which I do not propose to dwell upon) only after the whole book, including the
preface, had been written, I do not see that Dr. Heinemann is justified in suggesting
that, because such passages occur in the preface, they constitute a pre-judgment and
determine the character of the book. Dr. Heinemann entirely neglects the sympa-
thetic treatment otherwise accorded to Nietzsche, attention to which was drawn
by most other reviewers.

Yours faithfully,
F. C. COPLESTON, S.J., M.A.

HEYTHROP COLLEGE, CHIPPING NORTON, OXON.

To THE EDITOR OF Philosophy

L. S. STEBBING MEMORIAL FUND
SIR,

It is believed that many colleagues, pupils and other friends of the late
Professor L. Susan Stebbing will concur in the desire that some permanent memorial
should be instituted to her life and work. The suggestion is made that to this end
funds be secured to endow a scholarship for postgraduate study in Philosophy. It is
not proposed at the outset to define the conditions or possible places of tenure of
such scholarship, but to draw up later a scheme for its administration.

Professor Stebbing cared deeply both for the advancement of philosophical studies
and for the encouragement and aid of students. It is thought that the form of memo-
rial put forward is one that she herself would have approved, and that it will be
supported by all who admired her personality and her work in whatever field.

Contributions (the envelope marked "Stebbing Memorial Fund") should be sent
to the Hon. Secretary-Treasurer of the Fund, Professor Dorothy Taxrant, Bedford
College, Regent's Park, London, N.W.i.

Yours faithfully,
C. D. BROAD
G. JEBB
C. A. MACE
JOHN MACMURRAY
GEORGE E. MOORE
H. H. PRICE
HELEN M. WODEHOUSE.
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